
Physics Vocabulary Crossword: 

 Name: __________________________________________________ Period: _____Date: _____ 

Print legibly. Entries that cannot be read or are misspelled will not score points. 

 

ACROSS 
 
2.    Der lieber Gott Wiirfelt nicht 
6.    rate of change of position 
9.    what results when we have 20 across 
11.  unit of force 
12.  fall ing in a circular path (2 words) 
13.  trig function 
14.  fundamental property of matter 
16.  a thousand meters 
19.  result of gravity 
20.  that which opposes motion 
23.  a bill ion coulombs 
24.  cause of 26 across 
26.  rate of change of speed 
27.  where is it? 
30.  unit of pressure 
32.  energy of motion 
33.  fruit w/ positive electrons and negative protons 
34.  motion with a sense of direction 
35.  extent of surface 
36.  moving mass has  ? 

DOWN 
 
1.    unit of 22 down 
2.    what work produces 
3.    a very long time interval 
4.    what physics is 
5.    ? elements have loose valence electrons 
6.    at rest 
7.    in motion 
8.    smallest pieces of an element 
10.  that which connects two points 
15.  Einstein unified this with time 
17.  if it doesn't have wheels it will ? 
18.  logical conjunction for "not and not" 
21.  physics at great speeds 
22.  we never have enough of it 
25.  force toward a central point 
27.  stored energy 
28.  universal force 
29.  parochial unit of distance 
31.  founder of experimental physics 
34.  has magnitude and direction 



Physics Vocabulary Crossword Answer Key: 
 
 

ACROSS        ANSWER 
 
2. Der lieber Gott Wiirfelt nicht     Einstein 
6. rate of change of position     speed 
9. what results when we have 20 across    rest 
11. unit of force       newton 
12. falling in a circular path (2 words)    in-orbit 
13. trig function       tan 
14. fundamental property of matter     mass 
16. a thousand meters      km 
19. result of gravity       fall 
20. that which opposes motion     friction 
23. a billion coulombs      GC 
24. cause of 26 across      force 
26. rate of change of speed      acceleration 
27. where is it?       position 
30. unit of pressure       bar 
32. energy of motion      kinetic 
33. fruit with positive electrons and negative protons   antiapple 
34. motion with a sense of direction     velocity 
35. extent of surface      area 
36. moving mass has ?      momentum 
 
DOWN 
 
1. unit of 22 down       sec 
2. what work produces      energy 
3. a very long time interval      eon 
4. what physics is       fun 
5. ?  elements have loose valence electrons   metallic 
6. at rest        static 
7. in motion       dynamic 
8. smallest pieces of an element     atoms 
10. that which connects two points     line 
15. Einstein unified this with time     space 
17. if it doesn't have wheels it will ?     slide 
18. logical conjunction for "not and not"    nor 
21. physics at great speeds      relativity 
22. we never have enough of it     time 
25. force toward a central point     centripetal 
27. stored energy       potential 
28. universal force       gravity 
29. parochial unit of distance     mile 
31. founder of experimental physics     Galileo 
34. has magnitude and direction     vector 
 


